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January 3, 2022 

 

Mr. Rohit Chopra 

Director 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 

 

Re. Docket No. CFPB-2021-0015 or RIN 3170- AA09; Small Business Lending Data Collection under the Equal Credit 

Opportunity Act 

 

Via Email Submission: 2021-NPRM-1071@cfpb.gov.  

 

The Georgia Bankers Association appreciates the opportunity to comment on the proposal to require financial institutions to 

report data on small business credit applications implementing section 1071 of the Dodd-Frank Act (DFA). 

 

Georgia’s commercial banks have been at the forefront of small business lending and most recently, were a source of strength 

for these customers during the pandemic by quickly allowing loan deferrals as well as serving as the conduit for deploying critical 

funding through the PPP loans to help keep people employed. For example, a vast majority of the almost 580,000 PPP loans 

totaling almost $25 billion to Georgia small businesses were originated by commercial banks.  

 

The GBA membership strongly encourages the Bureau to balance new requirements in this space with the potential burdens that 

new regulations can invite and potentially reduce the tolerance for some small business lending. For example, we request the 

final rule require the reporting of only the 13 data points mandated by Congress under the DFA. Some of the discretionary data 

would not accurately reflect the underwriting of highly individualized small business loans.  

 

Additionally, we ask you to consider a simple definition of a true small business rather than the proposed definition as an entity 

with gross annual revenues of $5 million or less. Using a definition of a small business with revenues of $1 million or less much 

more accurately covers the intended business segment. 

 

And, finally, we ask for an extension on the implementation period from 18 months to three years. Small business lending is 

typically not an automated process for many institutions – as was experience showed during the PPP rollout -- so time is needed 

to build a new data collection regime. And, along these lines, please work with other bank regulators to provide a grace period so 

that lenders are not penalized right away for errors. This would be consistent with the agencies’ approach during the first year 

after the CFPB’s 2015 HMDA rule took effect.  

 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to offer these comments. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Joe Brannen 

President and CEO 

 


